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Translation Dutch letter nr.19

Kampen,

June 26th 2000.
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from him. In Gen.9:1-2  God confirms it again when He says: “Then God blessed
Noah and his sons, saying to them, “Be fruitful and increase in number and fill the
earth. The fear and dread of you will fall upon all the beasts of the earth and all the
birds of the air, upon every creature that moves along the ground, and upon all the
fish of the sea; they are given into your hands”. David writes the following in
Psalm 8:6: “You made him ruler over the works of Your hands; You put everything
under his feet”
We would be honouring satan tremendously if we believed that he had taken over
Adam’s position, after the Fall. He doesn’t deserve any honour. God Himself
cursed him in Paradise. This is an important fact as there are Christians who believe
that God lost His authority over the earth to satan when the devil got the victory
over Adam at the Fall. Since then, they conclude, God has been doing His best to
retrieve what He lost. In letter 8 of Feb. 28 1997 we wrote about this being taught
by E.W. Kenyon. He believes that it wasn’t until the crucifixion that God retrieved
His power. For this, Jesus had to descend into hell, fight with the devil and arise
victorious by His resurrection. This is not true and blasphemous. God has never lost
His power to satan. He is high and lifted up above everything and everyone.
Throughout the whole Bible He is proclaimed as King and honoured as such. The
Psalms speak much about His power and kingship. We’ll mention just two here:
“God reigns over the nations”  Ps.47:8- “The Lord reigns, He is robed in majesty”.
Ps.93:1  At Calvary, God placed all the sins of the world upon His Son. Satan lost
his power over man when Jesus died and rose again on the third day. Man could
now be forgiven for his sins by putting his trust in the perfect work of Christ and
also be set free from the power of sin by accepting Him as his personal Saviour.  
The situation therefore, is as follows: God was and is and will be King of the world;
after the Fall man kept his position of authority, responsible to God; man has sadly
failed in his responsibilities; he kept sinning by listening to his own sinful flesh and
the temptations of satan; the relationship with God was a damaged one; because of
Jesus Christ’s sacrifice on Calvary the relationship was restored; satan’s role was
only that of tempter; he desperately tries to catch as many people as possible, one
way being to have demons living in people; there is, thanks to Christ’s victory at
Calvary deliverance from demon possession; born-again Christians don’t need to be
afraid of demon possession as they have been ransomed. Why then is there still a
problem with ancestral demons?  

Ancestral demons and/or bondage.  
It often happens in deliverance meetings and in pastoral care that demons connected
to ancestors are cast out of Christians. It is believed that certain problems that one
has, are because of demons, which have been inherited and have now lodged
themselves in the person. The Englishman, Derek Prince describes, in his latest
book, (1998) his personal discovery of a family demon. He calls it an oppressive
demon, which he inherited from his father. He writes:  “This new insight made me
realise that this terribly “dark spirit” had followed me all my life from the time I
was a child”. *1 In the same book he also writes: “I have discovered that often
babies are demonised while they are still in the womb. This is especially true for
those with links with eastern religions,…”. *2 Derek Prince suggests the possibility
that the influence of satan can reach over four generations; parents, grandparents,
great-grandparents and great-great-grandparents. 
The well-known American, Neil T. Anderson asks those who come to him for help
to make certain declarations, such as:  “ I here and now reject and disown all the
sins of my ancestors. As one who has been delivered from the power of darkness
and been translated into the Kingdom of God’s dear Son, I cancel out all demonic
working that may have been passed on to me from my ancestors.” *3 
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Joost Verduijn from the Centre for Pastoral Counselling asks the following question
in his new book: “ How can a child be bound demonically when he hasn’t yet
reached an age of distinction and hasn’t been involved with occultism?” *4
The American couple, Charles and Frances Hunter also believe that a child even
from the time of birth can have a demon. They write in their book, “How to heal the
sick” the following: “It is possible for demons to be present at our birth or when we
were being formed in the womb and this can cause problems in our development.
Seeing, they are spirits who live eternally they  transfer from one generation to the
next and can cause sickness and handicaps via genes and disfigurement.” *5 
And so, we could go on. Practically all deliverance preachers and a number of
pastors who are involved in this ministry believe that counselees can be possessed
or bound by demons from earlier generations. 

Far-reaching conclusions.
If this is true then, it means that every mother and every father needs to be prepared
for the possibility that their baby will be born possessed or bound by a demon. This
applies to Christian couples too. When one peeps into the cot it must be realised
that although we see such a lovely baby he could have one or more demons living
in him. Grandparents can’t be certain either that their grandchildren are free from
demons. Even great-grandparents have cause for apprehension. It is possible that
they are to blame for the baby being possessed. Derek Prince believes that it can be
traced back to great-great-grandparents. The Canadian deliverance preacher, Ray
McGraw recommends tracing it back to the tenth generation. *6 
The question, which now arises is, when does the demon move from the one
generation to the next. Could it be at the conception when the ovum fuses with the
semen, or could it be whilst the foetus is developing in the womb or could it be
later at birth? If the demon moves on from generation to generation, does that mean
that the older generation are then set free? This would mean deliverance for one
generation and disaster for the other. We do assume that it’s not possible for a
demon to multiply itself and possess more people at the same time. 
Another question, which arises is, who has passed on the demon?  Did it come from
the father’s side or from the mother’s? If it is decided that a child is possessed then
it will also be necessary to know who the “guilty” one is. The same problem arises
with an adult who is possessed. Which of the parents, grandparents or great-
grandparents is responsible for this? This can bring a lot of tension in a marriage
and in a family.
Maybe some of you are thinking that we are exaggerating and making a fool of
things. This is absolutely not true. We are seriously studying a teaching, which at
the moment is very popular in churches. We mustn’t give up using our brains. On
the contrary we need to seriously put our minds to work. To underline this, we will
quote several Bible passages:
“Give me understanding, and I will keep Your law” Ps. 119:34; “a man of
understanding keeps a straight course” Prov.15:21; “but let him who boasts boast
about this: that he understands and knows Me….”Jer.9:24; “Everyone who heard
Him was amazed at His understanding and His answers” Luke 2:47; “In regard to
evil be infants, but in your thinking be adults” 1 Cor. 14:20; “Prepare your minds
for action” 1 Peter 1:13.   
Not to use our intellect in spiritual matters is unbiblical. It is also unbiblical to only
use our intellect and disregard the spiritual. They are both necessary. 

What does the Bible say about “indwelling” demons via ancestors?  
Most of the deliverance preachers are convinced that their teaching is based on
scripture. They nearly all would point to the passage in Exodus 20:3-5 which says:
“You shall have no other gods before me. You shall not make for yourself an idol in
the form of anything in heaven above or on the earth beneath or in the waters
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below. You shall not bow down to them or worship them; for I, the Lord your God,
am a jealous God, punishing the children for the sins of the fathers to the third and
fourth generation of those who hate me”  It is very important that we take time to
study this passage. 
**  This passage is part of the Ten Commandments, this being the third one.                                                     

      The Ten Commandments, or the Law, was written by God Himself on 
      two tablets of stone and given to Israel by Moses. Jesus summed up the                                                       

      Law in the following way: “Love the Lord your God with all your heart 
      and with all your soul and with all your mind…Love your neighbour as              
      yourself”. Matt.22:37-40. Our passage, the third commandment, is  
      summarised by Jesus in the first part. It is clear that this passage in 
      Exodus is a very important one. 
**  Those who believe that family demons can be inherited, see in the 
       sentence, “ I, the Lord your God, am a jealous god, punishing the                    
       children for the sins of the fathers to the third and fourth generation of 
       those who hate me” enough biblical proof for this. They claim that
       for the father’s sin, the children, the grandchildren and the great-
       grandchildren are also punished. Unfortunately, we haven’t been able to 
       find any argument to back this up in their books. They simply point to 
       this passage and give no further comment. The sin, which the text is 
       talking about is the sin of idolatry. The prophets, Jeremiah and Ezekiel 
       describe this in detail. Here follows a summary: sacrifices to idols on the
       high places; worship of man-made idols of  wood, silver, gold or other 
       materials; worship of moon and sun; burning of incense to idols on the 
       temple walls; placement of a huge idol in the temple; sacrifice of 
      children on altars; burning of living children as offer to Molech. The
      prophets wrote that Israel’s sin of idolatry was far greater than that of their 
      heathen neighbours. God describes the people who do such things as those
      who hate Him. They hate God and serve their own idols to such an extent
      that they even are prepared to murder their own children. According to our text   

      in Ex.20:4-6 and Deut.5:8-11, such people will be punished by God.
**  What does it mean when God says: “punishing the children for the sins of               

      the fathers to the third and fourth generation of those who hate me”?
      Does this mean, He punishes the children because of the sins of their                            

      Fathers, even when they themselves are innocent? Is this the train of                                                            

      thought which we find in the Bible? Does God punish the innocent? The                         

      answer is, no, God only punishes the guilty! This is proclaimed through                                                      

      out the whole Bible. If in a particular situation God has to punish, He 
      saves the righteous first. Examples of this are: Noah and his family in the 
      Flood; Lot and His daughters in Sodom and Gomorrah; Rahab and family;
      Ezekiel describes in a vision how a man dressed in linen had to go 
      through Jerusalem and place a mark on the foreheads of the righteous 
      before God’s anger fell on the idolaters. Ez.9. There are many more 
      examples which together make for a certainty that it is not possible for
      God to punish the innocent.
**  If God only punishes the guilty how do we explain this verse: “punishing 
      the children for the sins of the fathers to the third and fourth generation of 
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      those who hate Me”? Taking into account the above we can only 
      conclude that the children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren were 
      also guilty. Like their fathers they too served idols. This is often the same 
      for us, we too, follow the bad examples we see. In Old Testament times 
      this was even more true as family ties were much closer. Often four
      generations lived together and were closely knitted together. The great-
      grandchild saw, in a manner of speaking, his great-grandfather sinning 
      through idolatry. Because of this joined sin God punished them both. There 
      is no unfairness in this. 
**  The prophet, Ezekiel dedicates a whole chapter to the responsibility of
      each individual for his own sin. He writes that a father can’t carry the 
      burden of his son’s sins and the son can’t be punished for the sins of his 
      father. In a couple of these passages he says this: “But suppose this son 
      has a son who sees all the sins his father commits, and though he sees 
      them, he does not do such things: He does not eat at the mountain shrines   
      or look to the idols of the house of Israel…….He will not die for his 
      father’s sins; he will surely live. Ez.18:14-18…..”Yet you ask, ‘Why 
      does the son not share the guilt of his father?’ Since the son has done
      what is just and right and has been careful to keep all my decrees, he will 
      surely live.” Ez.18:19. The kings of Israel are an example of this. We 
      read in the Bible that sometimes a  king did evil in the eyes of the Lord 
      but their son did right in the eyes of the Lord. But we also read that 
      sometimes a king served the Lord and his son followed idols. 
      Undoubtedly, Ezekiel had this in mind when he wrote chapter 18. The 
      writers of Kings and Chronicles didn’t mention that demons were first cast 
      out of the king or son before they could serve the Lord. 
**  In testing the teaching of  those who preach about family demons, in the 
       light of the Bible, we are mainly confined to Ex.20:4-6, where we realise 
       that we have to make an adjustment in our train of thought. This passage 
       speaks about the sins of the fathers, which will be punished. God judges 
       the terrible sin of idolatry. The doctrine of family demons says that God
       punishes through indwelling demons but this is nowhere to be found in 
       the text.
**   The third commandment of the Ten Commandments, says  the following: 
      “punishing the children for the sins of the fathers….” It doesn’t say: 
       because of the sins of the fathers the children, grandchildren and great-
       grandchildren will have demons living in them.  Hermaneuticaly it is like 
       jumping into deep water without being able to swim. There is no mention 
       whatsoever, of demons in the whole of chapter 20. This goes for practically
       all of the Old Testament. There is written a lot about sin and unrighteousness 
       but not about demons, which through their indwelling cause men to sin. It 
       is written that God visits those who sin with punishment. In the Old
       Testament the words, visit and visitation, are used forty five times. It 
       always is meant literally. In Judges 15:1 Samson visits his wife and in 
       Psalm 65:9 AV, God visits the land and blesses it. In both cases the 
       Hebrew word for visit is the same.    
**   The majority of these visitations bring disaster. He punishes sinners, such 
       as the Israelites, in our text, who were guilty of terrible idolatry. God’s 
       visitations to people also bring salvation. It is very clearly stated in the 
       second part of our text: “showing love to thousands who love Me and 
       keep My commandments.”  It is therefore, clearly impossible to defend 
       the teaching of family demons based on this text. 
**   We will drop this subject now and go on to the question of curses in the 
       life of a born-again Christian. Let’s look, first of all, at a few statements 
       from deliverance preachers.
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“Blessing or Curse” book of Derek Prince 1991. 
It says in the foreword the following: “In 1978, not long before our marriage,
Derek and I were lying on the beach at Fort Lauderdale in Florida. I said to Derek:
‘would you pray for my legs? They are so painful.’ Immediately, he knelt down and
laid his hands on my calves and began to speak to them:  ‘thank you, legs. I want
you to know that I really appreciate you. You’ve safely brought Ruth everywhere
where she needed to be and now you have brought her to me. Legs, thanks very
much!’ I thought this was a very peculiar way for a serious Bible teacher to pray
for his fiancée! But the pain disappeared. Later Derek told me what he could
remember about it. He had, through his words, rectified something, which I had
perhaps, said about my legs. I remembered something, which had happened in the
girl’s dressing room at school, at the age of fifteen or sixteen. Another girl came in
and began to comb her hair. I looked at her lovely legs and then compared my own
and said: ‘I hate my legs!’ I had actually cursed my own legs!… Nine years later, I
was being rushed by ambulance to a hospital in Jerusalem with thrombosis in both
legs…..It seems there was still a curse on my legs-and maybe on my whole body.
The deliverance from the self-inflicted curse was just the beginning of the process.
The Holy Spirit revealed to me curses from previous generations through
occultism, curses from specific sins and many other things.”    *7

“Break the Curse” book John Hofman 1999. 
A passage in the book says: “The breaking of a curse is an important part of being
set free. In practice, the majority of curses can be traced back to our forefathers. In
connection with this God showed me a picture of a house, which was not
completed, a house that was under water.  A person, who is in the grip of dark
powers, has the feeling that his life is like a house where some of the rooms are
flooded with water and he is desperately trying to mop up with the tap still running.
The influence of our ancestors (for example the tendency to adultery, aggression or
alcohol) continues into the present and the future, unless this claim is actively
broken. It is therefore of the greatest importance to break the demonic chains from
the past and turn all the taps off. Then and only then does mopping up help. It is
very important to make sure that this has received the necessary attention. This
demands deep insight from the pastoral worker into the spiritual world and
thoroughness in his ministry. “ *8

“Unbroken Curses” book Rebecca Brown and Daniel Yoder 1999.
On the reverse side of the book it says: “The answer why lots of bad things happen
to good people. The problem…..Are you one of the many victims of an unbroken
curse? Today, unexplainable poverty, disasters and different hostile situations
trouble an innumerable amount of Christians throughout the world. Their lives are
tormented by heartache and despair because they constantly have to fight against
severe temptations, physical sickness, mental illness and innumerable calamities.
Normally they are not aware that their situation is the result of a curse, which has
been placed upon them or their family. 
Several reasons…..Hatred and jealousy, exposure in satan’s territory, touching
unclean objects, hereditary curses and the breaking of a promise to God.
The solution……The Bible explicitly commands every believer to avoid, to
recognise and to break with every curse. And yet there is an amazing amount of
Bible-believing Christians who haven’t read about this spiritual principle or have
even thought about it. They live therefore, under the tyranny of unbroken curses.
This book will show you the steps you need to take to recognise, to prevent and to
break with every sort of curse. 

“Stop the generation curse, receive the generation blessing” W. Tetelepta.
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One passage says: “Maybe through reading this Bible study you have come to the
conclusion that there is a curse upon your family.
 ++  Perhaps it is a specific physical ailment that occurs in your family. 
       Maybe you have been told that you run a hereditary risk of acquiring 
       cancer, diabetics or heart problems. 
++ Perhaps it is the result of occultism, such as, astrology, fortune-telling,
       paranormal activities, magnetism, voodoo, ancestral worship and 
      seances.  
It is possible that you have believed all the negatives things, which have been said
about you or to you, such as, you are stupid, or ugly, or you won’t make it, or that
you are no good. Maybe your parents went too far and have said to you: “I wish
you were never born!” It’s clear to you that nothing has changed and that the curse
hasn’t lost any of its effect? You are part of the generation curse network, which is
already spreading to your children and grandchildren. 
You will learn much in this Bible study about curses, which are passed on from
generation to generation. It is important for you to know how spiritual curses work.
Where this is concerned, there is no such thing as a generation gap. God’s word
teaches us and assures us that such a curse passes on to the next generation.” *9

What does curse or to be cursed mean?
Prof. Sterkenburg wrote a book in 1997 containing of no less than 440 pages on the
subject of curses. It is only sensible to look at his findings when dealing with this
subject. First of all it’s important to state clearly that we will not cover this subject
in its broadest sense. We are not concerned here with cursing in the sense of, taking
the name of the Lord in vain. There is a well-known establishment here in the
Netherlands who has been protesting against this, for already eighty years now. We
are dealing here with a curse in the sense of being cursed. 
To be cursed or to curse means; “a calling on God or the gods to send evil to some
person or thing; to pronounce a curse or damnation on someone, to damn someone,
to wish someone disaster. The main concept here is ‘cursing, damning ‘. The
important factor being that the curse is always directed at someone, from someone
who utters the curse, calling on God or heavenly or demonic powers to bring it
about.*10
Curses were also known in the distant past. The best known story in the Bible is
that of Balaam who was summoned by Balak to curse the people of Israel.
Num.22:1-20. In ancient Egypt the priests painted curses on the tombs in order to
protect them. The Greeks and the Romans engraved curses on clay tablets and thus
implored their gods to bring curses down on their victims. Not long ago fifty of
such tablets were found in Israel. *11
In the Middle Ages, and later, it was often the Roman Catholic Church, which
made use of curses. If a person didn’t obey the Church then a curse was placed on
him. Those curses had to do with being banned from the church fellowship and/or
the state of his eternal welfare. The resolutions of the council of Trente (1545-1563)
include a number of such curses. 

Curses in the Bible.
Very shortly after the creation, the first curse was uttered. God cursed the serpent,
satan, because he led Eve to sin. The curse was one of enmity leading to battle
between man and satan which satan eventually would lose. The second curse,
which God uttered, was one against the earth. Because of the Fall, God cursed the
produce of the earth and now the ground would produce thorns and thistles. It now
meant man must work hard before he produced a harvest. Gen.3:14-20; 5:29. After
Cain killed his brother, God cursed him and drove him away from his family and
home. Gen.4:11. During Jesus’ time on earth He cursed the fig tree because it bore
no fruit. The next day the disciples were amazed to see that it had withered. Mark
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11:21. In all of these examples we see that when God curses it also happens. For
centuries man has tried to make a paradise of the earth but they haven’t succeeded.
Since the Fall up until now the enmity between man and satan has continued. We
can do nothing to change this. The Bible says that in the future satan will be cast
into the fiery lake. His destination is still the same today, nothing has been changed
and it won’t change as there is no plan of redemption for satan and his demons.
There are not only curses from God in the Bible but also curses from man to man.
Noah cursed his son, Canaan for laughing at him when he was drunk. Joshua cursed
the man who would rebuild Jericho after it had fallen. He predicted that it would be
at the cost of his firstborn son. This was fulfilled. Jos.6:26; 1 Kings 16:34. Goliath
cursed David, when he confronted him.  
1 Sam.17:43. Job cursed the day of his birth during his terrible trials. Job 3:1.
Jeremiah did something similar when he was in difficulties. Jer.20:14. Peter cursed
himself when the Lord was on trial. Mark 14:71.  
The curses made by Noah and Joshua have come about. The other curses, which we
have mentioned haven’t. We can conclude from this that only a few of the curses
made by man are effective. 
We do not read in the Bible that satan has any part in placing curses on someone.
He was and is himself cursed of God and has therefore no rights whatsoever, in this
area. We also notice in these examples that not one of the cursed people passed on
the curse to the next generation. The curses, which God uttered, were not at all for
the children or grandchildren. Perhaps, one could imagine it was so with the curse
on the earth. This curse however, effects the whole of the world’s inhabitants and
isn’t passed on from one generation to the next.      

Summarised commentary from the workgroup:
The deliverance preacher’s ministry comprises of the above three subjects, which
we have just dealt with. They teach that born-again Christians can be bound or
possessed by demons. These can be family demons, which are passed on. Curses
are often a very important factor in this. Their methods of expelling demons are
very nearly synonymous in the different categories. They talk about casting out
demons, breaking the bonds with demons and breaking the curses from the past.
The Bible teaches us that a born-again Christian has been set free through Jesus
Christ by His death on Calvary. The above-mentioned teachings take away our
freedom and are detrimental to the gospel. Satan still tries and often succeeds to
tempt us to sin but he has no rights over a born-again Christian!
According to the testimony in the Bible, curses uttered by man have no effect on a
Christian. Only curses uttered by God have effect on people or situations. God
however does not curse a born-again Christian. 
Paul cursed in the book of Galatians those who brought a different doctrine to his.
Gal.1:8. Other than this we do not read of any other curses in the New Testament.
There is also no mention of casting out of demons, breaking the powers of demons
or breaking the power of curses. It is important to state that this teaching is not only
being spread in charismatic circles but, in the last years, it has become popular in
“normal” evangelical circles too. Dr. Neil T. Anderson is an example of this. As a
non-charismatic preacher/teacher he has a large following amongst evangelical
Christians. His seminaries and books are very popular.    

Subject next letter.
We will continue with the subject of satan and his demons. We will look at the
aspects: spiritual warfare, spiritual mapping, prayer walks.
 
Available and warmly recommended.
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As we said in our last letter the study, “Deliverance, deionisation and the Christian”
from Albert Dager is available from us. We would emphasise that if you or
someone in your vicinity feel the need for more clarity in this subject then this
study would help you immensely. We realise that some of our readers don’t find it
easy to agree with us in our view regarding demons. Albert Dagers study doesn’t
need to convince you, but it will give you a balanced picture of the subject matter.
Address: Media Spotlight, P.O.Box 290, Redmond, WA 98073-0290, USA.

Message of Dr. Schuller versus message of the Bible.  
On May the 13th of this year he visited the Netherlands in connection with the 30th
anniversary of the Hour of Power. The main meeting was held in Apeldoorn in the
RC “Grote Kerk” (Large Church). The press was also invited and they were quite
sceptical about the service and referred to Dr. Schuller’s behaviour. He and his
wife, Arvella were the centre of attention and were praised profusely. Ex. President,
Dries van Agt welcomed Schuller as the most famous preacher and teacher of the
world. The papers also spoke about the criticism which was expressed about his
message. *12
The workgroup has made plain in letter 16, 15 June 1999, her objections. It will
suffice now to mention a few contradictions between what Dr. Schuller says and
what the Bible says:
Dr. Schuller says: “The secret of inner peace frees you from tension and worry.
Make contact with the hidden powers, which will give your life new energy and
power”. 
The apostle Paul says: “But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace….” Gal.5:22;
“For He Himself (Christ) is our peace” Eph.2:14. 
Dr. Schuller says: “Banish care, guilt, fear and rancour…..And you shall receive
happiness and success, which is so easy to acquire in the person who you are”. 
The apostle Paul says: “In this you greatly rejoice, though now for a little while you
may have had to suffer grief in all kinds of trials. These have come so that your
faith - of greater worth than gold, which perishes even though refined by fire – may
be proved genuine and may result in praise, glory and honour when Jesus Christ is
revealed.” 1 Pet.1:6 and 7
Dr. Schuller says: “ Charged with infinite possibilities, your own thoughts will
make it possible for you to live the kind of life that you desire”.
The apostle John says: ‘And our fellowship is with the Father and with His Son,
Jesus Christ” 1 John 1:3; “Who is it who overcomes the world? Only he who
believes that Jesus is the Son of God”. 1 John 5:5.
Dr. Schuller says: “I don’t believe that there is anything more terrible, which has
been done in the name of Jesus than the often hard, tactless and unchristian strategy
of trying to make people aware of their lost state. This has proved to be destructive
to the person and unfruitful for evangelisation”.
Jesus Christ, the Son of God says:  “just as the Son of Man did not come to be
served, but to serve, and to give His life as a ransom for many.” Matt.20:28.
Dr. Schuller says: “I am = I can. These are words of a power thinker”.
Jesus Christ, the Son of the living God says: “Come to Me, all you who are weary
and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take My yoke upon you and learn from me,
for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my
yoke is easy and My burden is light”. Matt.11:28-30

Blasphemous book.
While we were studying this subject of demons and the expelling of them we found
this book entitled: “A divine revelation about Hell” from Mary Kathryn Baxter,
1994. She explains in this book how Jesus showed to her in visions the place where
unbelievers go to when they die. She calls this place Hell and describes it in terrible
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detail. Accompanied by Jesus, she meets different people who have sinned in their
earthly lives and are now being tormented by demons. They are terrible visions.
The author writes that, in a prophecy, she was commanded by Jesus, to immediately
write the revelations down. This is what she says: “When Jesus appeared to me the
first time, he said:  “Kathryn, the Father has chosen you to accompany me to the
depths of Hell. I will show you many things about Hell and Heaven, which I wish
the world to know. I will tell you what to write so that this book will be a reliable
account of what these unknown places are really like. My Spirit will reveal secrets
about eternity, judgement, love, death and the life-hereafter.” 
The set up of the book is very similar to that of the book of Revelation. It gives the
impression that God is now revealing new things through Kathryn Baxter. The
second book in the sequence, “Revelations about Heaven” is on its way. We believe
that only the Bible can reveal to us things about Heaven and Hell. The last book of
the Bible finishes with the warning not to add anything more to it. Rev.22:18
Since the writings of John there has not taken place an actual appearance of Jesus in
the Christian world. Spiritual men compiled the books of the Bible and laid down a
number of spiritual truths such as the divinity of Christ and the Trinity. They did
this without a special visitation from Jesus. Stories about Jesus visiting people here
on earth are certainly known in spiritualist circles. Here “the person” is called
Jesus, but he is a different Jesus from the One in the Bible. He is what could be
called a divine master. In that movement he is not the master but one of the many
masters, who appear to guide people. In some circles the devil is also a master who
is on the same level as Jesus. This is a popular view in the New Age movement. In
the light of what we have just said we don’t advise you to buy this book.  

On behalf of the workgroup, 

Pastor Rien van de Kraats
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